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Featured case

24/7 forage without a farmer
The perfect wheel solution for an AGV feeding system

Automation is a well-known phenomenon within the
agricultural sector. Continued development, innovation and
automation of processes are essential for the growth of an
agricultural company. That is why people are working daily to
make a farmer's life more pleasant and cost-efficient. An AGV
feeding system requires an optimum wheel solution to ensure
the system can operate 24/7. 

Would you like to read
more?

Visit the web page of this case by
scanning the QR code with your

smartphone.
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Agriculture
Series Z ball bearing
Swivel castors SK and SC with plate fitting

Series SL ball bearing
Swivel castors with plate fitting

Series SL ball bearing
Fixed castors with plate fitting

Series ZS (Arbowheel® Heavy Duty) ball bearing
Swivel castors SCD with plate fi

Series V H7 bore with keyway
Drive wheels with thin and thick tread - Basic program

Jacking castor with wheel

Series Z ball bearing
Swivel castors SK and SC with plate fitting

Legend
Several symbols are used in this brochure. The meaning of these symbols can be found here.

 Wheel diameter

 Tyre width

 Bore diameter

 Type

 Overall height fixed castor

 Top plate outer dimensions

 Bolt hole spacing

 Fixing hole diameter

 Fork width

 Load capacity 4 km/h

 Minimal overall height

 Maximum overall height

 Leading total braking device
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Swivel castors with plate fitting

Series SL ball bearing

Would you like to read more? Visit the web
page of this case by scanning the QR code

with your mobile phone.

Castor specifications
- Welded steel swivel castors
- Castors are grey (RAL 9007) lacquer coated.
- Different dimensions on request.

Wheel specifications
- Tread: solid elastic black rubber tyre 65° - 70° Shore A, series
SL
- Wheel centre: steel
- Bearing: double shielded ball bearings lubricated with durable
grease.
- Temperature range: -20°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
The extremely shock- and wear resistant wheels in combination
with heavy duty castors guarantee a robust maintenace-free
wheel with very good rolling characteristics at medium to heavy
loads.

Applications
For rugged applications with regular peak-loads, at normal use
on filthy floors, where high requirements are made to comfort
and low rolling resistance, an excellent wheel-castor
combination with thick rubber tread and a long service life.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

98666020

98666120

21666020

23666524

21667020

23667020

21668225

21668226

21668227

23668225

21669025

23669025
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Fixed castors with plate fitting

Series SL ball bearing

Would you like to read more? Visit the web
page of this case by scanning the QR code

with your mobile phone.

Castor specifications
- Welded steel fixed castors
- Castors are grey (RAL 9007) lacquer coated.
- Different dimensions on request.

Wheel specifications
- Tread: solid elastic black rubber tyre 65° - 70° Shore A, series
SL
- Wheel centre: steel
- Bearing: double shielded ball bearings lubricated with durable
grease.
- Temperature range: -20°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
The extremely shock- and wear resistant wheels in combination
with heavy duty castors guarantee a robust maintenace-free
wheel with very good rolling characteristics at medium to heavy
loads.

Applications
For rugged applications with regular peak-loads, at normal use
on filthy floors, where high requirements are made to comfort
and low rolling resistance, an excellent wheel-castor
combination with thick rubber tread and a long service life.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

250 84 20 ABH 309 200x160 160x120 15 100 400 88666020

250 84 20 GK-2 310 135x110 105x80 11 100 450 88666120

250 84 20 MK150B 313 150x150x8 125x125 11 100 450 11666020

250 84 20 GK-2 305 175x140x10 140x105 15 100 450 13666524

306 93 20 MK150B 366 150x150x8 125x125 11 120 500 11667020

306 93 20 GK-2 375 200x160x10 160x120 15 120 535 13667020

406 104 25 MK150B 461 150x150x8 125x125 11 120 500 11668225

406 104 25 MK150B 480 180x170x8 150x135 17 127 500 11668226

406 104 25 MK180B 472 180x180x12 145x145 13 120 950 11668227

406 104 25 GK-3 493 200x160x15 160x120 17 127 950 13668225

457 122 25 MK180B 525 180x180x12 145x145 13 170 1000 11669025

457 122 25 GK-3 554 250x200x15 210x160 17 170 1415 13669025
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Swivel castors SCD with plate fi

Series ZS (Arbowheel® Heavy Duty) ball bearing

Would you like to read more? Visit the web
page of this case by scanning the QR code

with your mobile phone.

Castor specifications
- Heavy steel-welded 3- legs castors, for twin-wheel assembly,
series SCDZ
- Swivel head with double tapered roller bearings.
- Castors are grey (RAL 9007) lacquer coated.

Wheel specifications
- Tread: cast polyurethane (87° ± 3° Shore A)
- Wheel centre: cast iron, blue lacquered.
- Temperature range: -30°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
The extremely shock- and wear resistant wheels in combination
with heavy duty SCD castors result in a robust, maintenance
free wheel with very good rolling characteristics at heavy loads.

Applications
Suitable for extreme applications with regular peak-loads, at
normal use on filthy floors, where high requirements are made
to comfort and low rolling- and swivel resistance and greases or
oils play a part, an outstanding wheel-castor combination with
thicker fine damping tread and a very long service life.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

200 50 2000 33295620

250 50 2000 33296620
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Drive wheels with thin and thick tread - Basic program

Series V H7 bore with keyway

Would you like to read more? Visit the web
page of this case by scanning the QR code

with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Vulkollan® 92° Shore A drive wheels series V.
- Drive wheels with bore hole H7 tolerance and a keyway in
accordance with DIN 6885 JS9.
- Optional: Pre bore hole, flange connection to given dimensions,
locking bush, keyway P9, tightening bolt, grooves in the tread,
corrosion resistant treatment of the wheel centre, hydrolyse
resistant or electricity conducting treads.
- Temperature range: -40° C to +80° C, temporarily up to 120° C.

Characteristics series V
Basic program and therefore usually quickly available. This drive
wheel series has a closed rugged cast iron wheel centre and
firmly bonded cast Vulkollan® tread, hardness 92°±3° Shore A.
The bonding onto the grey lacquered wheel centre is perfect
and realised by chemical reaction. The Vulkollan drive wheels
with relative thin tread are characterised by high resilience and
grip, high load capacity and exellent rebound resilience (very
low permanent deformation over long endurance times). The
Vulkollan drive wheels with thick tread are characterised by
extra high resilience and shock absorption, even better grip,
high load capacity and excellent rebound resilience (low
permanent deformation over long endurance times). The wheel
centre is resistant to sideways- and peak loads.

Applications for Vulkollan Drive Wheels
For extreme driving-applications at intensive use, where
reasonably high requirements are made to rolling comfort and
low rolling resistance. Also when certain chemical substances,
greases or oils play a part.
® = registered trade mark Covestro AG, Germany.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 40 360 7201120GL

125 35 380 7103120GL

125 40 440 7002200GL

125 50 550 7002201GL

150 35 450 7105150GL

150 40 530 7401201GL

150 50 700 7003200GL

200 50 1000 7004200GL
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Art.Nr.

Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

200 65 1100 7305250GL

200 80 1400 7004301GL

250 50 1350 7005200GL

250 80 1800 7005351GL
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Jacking castor with wheel

Would you like to read more? Visit the web
page of this case by scanning the QR code

with your mobile phone.

Technical Specification
Side winding jacking unit with wheel.
This special lifting castor construction can be fitted wirh wheels
with nylon, rubber and polyurethane tyre.

Type
PZ = heavy duty polyamide (nylon) wheel
GZ = elastic rubber tyre and cast iron hub
PU = polyurethane tyre and cast iron hub
SL = solid elastic rubber tyre and steel wheel centre

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

250 84 713 913 - SL 450 BRJACKXH/SL3.00-4

150 50 606 806 FV GZ 450 BRJACKXH/GZ150

200 50 653 853 FV GZ 600 BRJACKXH/GZ200

200 50 653 853 FV PZ 850 BRJACKXH/PZ200

150 50 606 806 FV PU 700 BRJACKXH/PU150

150 48 606 806 FV PZ 850 BRJACKXH/PZ150

200 50 653 853 FV PU 850 BRJACKXH/PU200
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Swivel castors SK and SC with plate fitting

Series Z ball bearing

Would you like to read more? Visit the web
page of this case by scanning the QR code

with your mobile phone.

Castor specifications
- Welded steel swivelcastors, series SKZ and SCZ
- Swivel head series SKZ with one-row ball bearings.
- Swivel head series SCZ with double tapered roller bearings.
- Castors are grey (RAL 9007) lacquer coated.

To order swivel castors with brake add ER to part number.

Wheel specifications
- Tread: firmly bonded cast polyurethane tyre, hardness 95° ± 3°
Shore A.
- Wheel centre: cast iron, blue lacquered.
- Temperature range: -30°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
The extremely shock- and wear resistant wheels in combination
with heavy SK/SC castors result in a robust, maintenance free
wheel with good rolling characteristics at medium to heavy
loads.

Applications
For applications with regular peak-loads, at normal use on filthy
floors, where higher requirements are made to comfort and low
rolling resistance and greases or oils play a part, a fine wheel-
castor combination with thicker damping tread and a long
service life.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 40 350 28281420

125 40 400 28282220

150 40 500 28283420

175 40 650 28284420

200 50 1000 28285620

200 80 1400 32285830

250 80 1800 32286830

300 70 2000 32287635
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Related custom-made products
Please find some examples of custom-made products below. Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Please contact
us for the possibilities.



About us
At DM Wheel Systems we focus on wheel systems. We want to take care of our customers by taking over a part of their
supply chain. Let us take the risk with our specialty, so that you (our customers) can focus on their core activities and can
distinguish themselves more in their core business. This delivers good results and creates a win/win situation. In our
opinion, the European manufacturing industry has the greatest future if partnerships are built. A long-term vision is
crucial in this process.  We are looking forward accepting this challenge together with you under the motto "Together we
are strong".

F L E X I B L E ,
C U S T O M E R -

O R I E N T E D  A N D
I N N O V A T I V E



What does this ‘taking care’ mean? For example, supplying shafts for drive systems of the wheels, or making a total
construction, which also includes wheels. With our new advanced machine park, we can make the difference for you. We
look at the total cost of ownership! Challenge us and we will show you how much money you can save.

Just to be clear, let us give a short explanation of what we mean by "total cost of ownership".  The total cost of ownership
is the total costs for owning a product or using a service during the life cycle or cycle of use. Besides the purchase price
of the product, the total cost of ownership also includes all costs from the moment of purchase until the moment the
product is released. Calculating the total cost of ownership might be a way to determine the product costs before and
after the process and compare them to each other. This is not only a price comparison but gives a better idea of what
advantages can be achieved when working together. 

DYNAMIC
PARTNER
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Niels van Kempen
Sales & Marketing
 +31 411 76 06 01
 nk@dmwheelsystems.com

Don Hagmeijer
Accountmanager
 +31 75 653 19 20
 dh@dmwheelsystems.com

Jeroen Kroot
Sales Engineer
 +31 411 76 06 02
 jk@dmwheelsystems.com

Lex Kneppers
Sales Engineer
 +31 75 653 19 13
 lk@dmwheelsystems.com

Contact

Schouwrooij 16
5281 RE Boxtel
www.dmwheelsystems.com  

Sales & advice
 +31 75 615 88 36

 sales@dmwheelsystems.com  

General business
 +31 411 66 11 00

 info@dmwheelsystems.com


